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⃝ 

 

 The large hall is both utilitarian in design and characterless in aspect, a perfect 

manifestation of the proletarian communist party which it hosts – a regime that espouses 

collectivism vs individualism. 

The walls, a dull pallid yellow – reflect the unimaginative artistry which is only broken by 

the blood-red curtains, reaching floor to ceiling, their folds rippling across the wall like waves, 

and in the center of it all resides the traditional hammer and sickle, the symbol of the 

communist and socialist ideology. 

 



Row upon row of chairs are arranged in perfect symmetry, facing the elevated stage 

where all the most important people are seated. 

The room is silent as a morgue; an unsettling taciturnity which is not only expected - it is 

considered a matter of imperative respect for the reigning powers, those who, alone, can break 

it. 

 Seated to one side of the table which stretches the length of the platform, are the seven 

ruling members of the Chinese Communist Party, the CCP; seven men who dictate the lives of 

nearly 20% of the world’s population; and on the other side are seated the two most powerful 

leaders of the People’s Republic of China or PRC, the President and the General Secretariat. 

 To anyone standing there, possibly perched like a fly on the wall, it would seem oddly 

bizarre that a room filled with no less than two hundred people has not yet emitted a single 

sound since they took their seats. They are the loyalists, the followers, the minions to those in 

charge; members of the Central Committee, the National Party Congress, the National People’s 

Congress – most of them simply yes men, who have next to no say or real power in the 

governance of the nation, but who serve to buoy up the illusion that China is not solely run, in 

fact, by just a small handful of people. 

 When it seems that the silence is at a breaking point, where surely, someone will cough 

or clear their throat and risk being flagged, the President stands and approaches the podium. 

 His face is puffy and dour, unreadable as a grapefruit, as usual, with eyes like obsidian 

spheres, which slowly scan the room for a long and uncomfortable moment. A disquieting 

routine intended to intimidate.  

 “We begin the dawn of a new age in China.” he starts. “In less than three decades, we 

have, collectively speaking, moved our nation to the forefront on the global stage, and in the 

next two years, our economy and production output will surpass that of the United States – 

making China the most powerful and globally invested nation in the world.” He pauses as a 

cough escapes someone’s throat and resonates in the huge room like a discordant singularity. 

 The President continues. “Every action we have taken over the years, brings us closer to 

the realization of the ideals and goals envisioned decades ago when we set out to make China 

the commercial and industrial giant of the world. There are few nations today who do not 

depend on us for their economic stability and survival.” He pauses. “With that, we will launch 

our next phase … one which will focus on making our national infrastructure stronger and 

better, one that will make it possible for every citizen in the collective to perform at their very 

best while reaping the benefits of their loyalty to the republic.” He pauses to drink some water. 

 Raising his hand, as if to accentuate his next words, he is suddenly struck silent, as if his 

lips have stopped working. His brows furrow, first with confusion, and then, with growing 

consternation, he reaches behind his head and emerges with blood-covered fingers. 

 Stumbling forward, he catches himself on the podium, his eyes gazing on the assembly 

for the last time, and then he crashes into the floor – face first. At that same instant, the eight 

other men, sitting to his left and right, feel a pain that rivets their entire body, and before they 

can utter a single word, even a moan of agony, their heads crash, almost simultaneously, into 

the table with a grotesque thud as blood spills from the back of their skulls. 



 The momentary shock paralyzes the crowd, a moment which is suddenly shattered as 

they realize that the top leaders of the People’s Republic of China, are dead. 
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 Stepping into their rather austere office on the 4th floor of the Royal Canadian Mounted 

Police headquarters in downtown Toronto, Keeno and Jake dropped into their seats while 

continuing to devour the last of their bear claws.  

As they munched down the sweet pastry, licking the sugar from their fingers, one would 

never have guessed that just several hours before, they were engaged in a gunfight with a self-

made terrorist, who was intent on blowing up several oil-freighters docked in Hamilton. Their 

current appearance certainly did not endorse that fact. 

 Both Janene and Kelly turned to look at them. They represent the other half of the ATU, 

the Anti-Terrorism-Unit, a special satellite of the RCMP and the pointy tip of Canada’s federal 

law enforcement team when it comes to dealing with a special brand of crime that falls outside 

the realm of theft, murder, fraud and the like.  

 Even though terrorism has never played a major role in Canada, the ATU was formed in 

the wake of America’s 9/11, just to be sure, and in part, as a placebo to alleviate public 

concerns that Canada could also be vulnerable. The fact was, at the time, a thorough RCMP 

investigation showed that there was no imminent terrorist threat to Canada. Nonetheless, in 

the years since its formation, Keeno’s ATU team had effectively nullified some larger sharks 

circling the waters. 

 Janene, a brilliant forensic and investigative specialist, handpicked by Keeno for the job 

years ago, and now, also his love and soul mate despite RCMP rules which discouraged internal 

relations within the bureau, watched as Keeno slurped down his Starbucks coffee, in the full 

knowledge that without his bear claw and his coffee, Keeno’s mind did not apparently work 

with clarity – at least, that was his excuse. 

 “I gather you boys haven’t heard the latest news,” she began with a cryptic smile on her 

lips. 

 “I guess not,” answered Jake as he finished off his pastry. 

 “China’s politburo was wiped out an hour ago.” 

 Keeno shook his head. “Wait! what!?” he sat up, nearly choking on his coffee. 

 Janene picked up a remote and clicked it. The large wall screen came to life. Keeno and 

Jake watched the live news broadcast. Moments later, she muted the sound and turned back to 

face them. 

 “What the f…” was Jake’s first response. 

 “How did someone manage to do that?” chimed Keeno. 

 Kelly, who had been silent until now, waved her cigarette in the air, creating a smoke 

circle as she did. “Yup, it’s a great mystery.” 



 Keeno leaned back in his chair, placing his feet up on the desk. His black cowboy boots, 

which he wore anytime he could, still had a layer of soot on them from their most recent 

encounter by the docks. He eyed them as he spoke. “I can’t say that I’m upset about it.” 

 Jake turned an eye to him. “Ah, Keeno’s love affair with China.” 

 Keeno shook his head. “You know what I mean. I have never taken issue with China or 

the Chinese people,” his head bobbed, “but the regime, they were douchebags.” 

 The door to the office opened and in strode Ross Fletcher, the Director of RCMP 

Toronto. The look on his face betrayed his somber mood. He nodded at Keeno and Jake, a 

casual acknowledgement at best. “Good, you’re back – and good job out there.” He paused. “It 

wasn’t clear in your verbal report if you took the guy alive?” 

 Keeno flicked a brow as he conceded to Jake to answer.  

 “Well, I think the jury is still out on that one, boss.” 

 Ross flicked a hand to the air. “Whatever, you stopped a potentially serious incident. 

Ross took a seat at the small conference table. “You’ve heard the news, no doubt.” 

 “Yeah.” 

 “Well, I just had a call with Richard Commons, the CIA Director …” 

 “And?” asked Kelly, her cigarette perched between her lips, while the life-size green and 

yellow parrot tattooed on her neck stared at Ross, a somewhat disquieting experience for 

anyone. 

 “He thinks that whoever is behind this incident, is operating from Canada.” 

 There was a long silence before Keeno broke it. “You’re kidding me, right? Canada?! 

Hell, we’re too busy watching hockey and drinking beer to be assassinating government heads.” 

 Ross wasn’t amused. “He’s forwarded some information to us, and that’s why I’m here.” 

 “What kind of information?” asked Janene. 

 “You haven’t seen the video yet, I assume?” 

 “What video?” 

 “It showed up on YouTube right after the Chinese incident. YouTube took it down, of 

course, but by that time it had already gone viral.” Ross handed off a flash drive to Kelly. She 

promptly inserted it into her computer and transferred the file to the large wall screen. The 

video that appeared was both bizarre and shocking. 

 Three figures sat at a table. Behind them was a black wall, and over their faces were 

white masks.  One of them spoke.  

 “We are the 9th Divinity,” she paused. “You have just witnessed the first in a series of 

actions that will alter the future of the world. We are not terrorists,” the voice continued from 

beneath the mask. “We exist to help restore balance to an imbalanced world, by giving back the 

power of choice to the people and removing it from the hands of those who abuse it for corrupt 

reasons. For decades, the Chinese people have been subjected to an oppressive regime, one 

more interested in making them march to the tune of an antiquated ideological collectivism, in 

order to empower the few, while keeping that nation shackled to a system that denied true 

freedom to over 1.3 billion people. Your governments have stood by, complacently doing 

nothing while the Chinese regime has been imprisoning and torturing and killing dissidents, 



including those who refused to forego their religious beliefs. It has been this protracted failure 

to act which has forged the 9th Divinity.” 

 The video ended. 

 “Mother fuc…” exclaimed Jake. 

 “I don’t get the connection with Canada,” said Keeno. 

 Ross answered, “The CIA tracked a signal to a cell tower in Mississauga. I have the 

coordinates from them.” 

 “That doesn’t make sense to me. If they’re smart enough to get inside the Chinese 

politburo and take out nine of its top people in just seconds, they’re smart enough not to leave 

a digital trail,” entered Kelly. 

 “That’s true too,” answered Ross as he stood, “but it now falls on us to pick up the trail.” 

A sigh escaped his lips. He turns to Keeno. “This is officially your one and only case, Keeno. I 

have already contacted the Director in Ottawa. He knows I’m turning over as many resources to 

you and your team as needed.” 
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